ROYAL CARIBBEAN INTERNATIONAL
SHORE EXCURSIONS

Charters & Groups
Shore Excursions Guide

THE KNOW-HOW TO WOW

Understand the unique needs
of our customers

Expertise to build custom shore
experiences and high-quality
programming

Work with fully-vetted tour
operators who meet our highest
standards for service and safety
providing peace of mind

Proven track record to ensure seamless
delivery from shoreside planning to
shipboard and onshore execution

Together our teams can forge a unique
and rewarding partnership for all

WHY BOOK WITH US?

Guaranteed priority debarkation & tour
dispatch to enjoy a longer day in port

Guaranteed return to the ship. If our
tours are late, we wait.

Our team of experts will create the perfect
shore experiences for your groups,
charters & VIPs

Ship side pier access in restricted ports

Our Shoreside Team & local operator are in
constant communication for the duration
of the tour

Onboard assistance securing tours in
rescheduled ports due to unforeseen
itinerary changes

OUR SPECIALTIES

Customized Group Experiences
VIP & Private Tours
Venue Buyouts
Team Building Activities

Our team can work with any budget or
group size.
We can simply alter any standard tour
content, curate customized experiences or
provide complete venue buyouts.

CUSTOMIZED GROUP EXPERIENCES
SHORESIDE EXAMPLES OF PRIVATE GROUP BUYOUTS
ALL WITH VIP & TEAM BUILDING OPTIONS

NASSAU

COZUMEL

Enjoy a tropical oasis on your own private island for
up to 4,000 guests. So many options for any group
size with secluded areas perfect for VIPs. Relax on
the white sandy beach and enjoy scrumptious
Bahamian cuisine & cocktails. Add in some beach
Olympics or interact with dolphins, sea lions &
stingrays for a perfect & memorable event.

Create your own customized fiesta at a private beach
club for up to 2,200 guests. Enjoy the turquoise water
at the beach, sip a margarita at the pool or play in the
aqua park. Mexican cooking classes and Tequila
tasting is a perfect option for small groups or VIPs.
Enjoy true Mexican hospitality with an open bar, lots of
lunch options and even a Mariachi Band.

SAN JUAN

ALASKA

This is the perfect venue for any group need,
accommodating up to 3,000 guests. Large indoor
meeting space, outdoor amphitheater, pool, beach,
restaurant & bars. An on-premise microbrewery is
available for tours, tasting and custom branding.
VIPs can enjoy a gourmet lunch & drinks delivered
to their private cabana. Guests love it here!

One of the top-rated attractions in Alaska is the White
Pass & Yukon Route Railway. Charter the entire train for
large groups of up to 450 guests or have sole use of
individual cars. 12 VIPs can enjoy the Legacy Club Car
with easy chair seating, snacks, beverages, and a
private guide. There are many branding opportunities to
create a memorable & customized experience.

CUSTOMIZED GROUP EXPERIENCES
ONBOARD & POST-CRUISE EXAMPLES

GROUP TOURS ONBOARD, WE HAVE THEM TOO!
All Access Ship Tour
An excellent choice for smaller groups and VIPs wanting a
special adventure. Discover the mystery of what is behind the
doors marked “Crew Only”. Visit the galley, bridge, engine room,
laundry & more. Every tour is uniquely different based on crew
work scheduling. Special surprises for VIPs can be arranged too.

North Star Premium Experience
If you are sailing on a Quantum Class ship, do not miss the North
Star Premium Experience. See the beauty of Alaska from a
whole different viewpoint and be thrilled as you ascend 300 feet
above sea level with 360 degree views without leaving the ship!

LATE DEPARTING FLIGHT? WE HAVE SOME GREAT IDEAS.
Southampton, UK
Guests with late departing flights can enjoy the day with a combo
tour and airport transfer. Visit one of Europe’s most mysterious
sights at Stonehenge or marvel at the history of the British Royal
Family at Windsor Castle. No need to hang around the airport.

Civitavecchia/Rome
Extend your trip and go on one last adventure before boarding your
plane or arriving at your hotel. There are endless options based on
your group’s needs. Visit the Vatican, see the Colosseum or explore
the sights of Rome.

Florida Everglades
A great option for later flights from Miami or Ft Lauderdale airports.
Zoom through the sawgrass on an airboat adventure and learn
about the eco-system of the impressive Everglades National
Park. Journey though the extensive wetlands and see diverse
species of birds and alligators before transferring to the airport.

SAILING TOWARD SUCCESS

SHORE EXCURSION
SPECIALIST ASSIGNMENT

INTRO
CALL

SPECIALIST RESEARCH &
OPTION PRESENTATION

Based on the needs and
complexity of the
program, a Group Shore
Excursion Specialist is
assigned to match the
area of expertise

Charter Account
Executive or Corporate
Sales Manager introduces
the client to their
assigned Group Shore
Excursion Specialist

400+ local operators
who are licensed,
bonded, and insured
to ensure safety and
enjoyment

Contact our team at GroupShoreX@RCCL.com

We look forward to creating unforgettable shore experiences!
Due to evolving health protocols, some imagery and messaging may not accurately reflect current onboard and destination offerings, or the public health standards and government requirements that modify or
limit these offerings. Onboard and destination experiences, features, itineraries, and guest conduct rules vary by ship and destination and are subject to change without notice.

